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Abstract

This paper is concerned with elasticity and plasticity of two-dimensional cellular structures. The deformation of continuous media is defined
by a mapping from the actual, deformed state of the material, into a reference (natural) state, where all elastic deformations have been relaxed.
In two dimensions, the two states can be represented by a complex variable each, and the map, by a meromorphic function. Topological
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efects correspond to the singularity of the map: disclinations, dislocations and extra-matter, which appears as a fold or as a bulg
hat these abstract concepts find a direct, geometric illustration in foams.

The dual of a two-dimensional foam is a triangulation. The triangles are the finite elements for the two states of the material, with t
arrying the elementary defects. The meromorphic function can be analytically continued outside the basic triangle, and finite elem
ogether in a natural fashion. The mapping enables us to define topological defects geometrically, and to compute their effect
ntegrals, and their image in the reference state. Disclinations alone can be defined intrinsically in the actual state of the mater

apping into the reference state. For dislocation and extra matter, the mapping determines the (Burgers) contour integral, in its
r its integral content, respectively.
Before moulting, the crab has prepared its new shell that lies under the old one, folded, but metrically perfect and with all its to

ntricacies. It stretches just after moulting through ingestion of salt water. Successive cellular divisions create the necessary folds
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction: plasticity and extra matter

Any solid material is stretched if one pulls on it. If the
aterial recovers its initial shape when one stops pulling, the
eformation was elastic. If it does not, the deformation is
lastic. Stretched spring is elastic, whereas chewing gum is
lastic. Cell division, like any topological transformation, is
lastic. But human skin, when pinched slightly, is elastic. It

s plastic when pinched hard. Plasticity describes how solids
ow, through the motion (chiefly glide) of dislocations. Dis-

ocations were introduced in the 1930s to explain why metals
ould flow, and how this flow could be prevented (by alloy-
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ing or by hammering, technologies known since prehist
[1]. A foam (cellular material) behaves collectively as a (s
solid (plug flow, dislocation glide) in spite of the fact tha
is made of liquid (interfaces) and gas (bubbles)[2].

The deformation of a material is measured by comp
son with a reference state that is locally not deformed. T
the elasticity and plasticity of a material are given by a m
pingz(w) from the actual, deformed state of the material
scribed in 2D by a complex coordinatew), into a referenc
state, originally called natural state[3], where all stresse
have been relaxed. The reference state (described in 2
the complex coordinatez) has no elastic strain: Only top
logical, plastic deformations remain and the material is
of any constraint except connectivity along paths. The so
of plastic deformation is a topological defect, character
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Fig. 1. Extra matter (additional layer of cells) produced by successive mitoses, i.e. by climb of one dislocation (5/7) from the other; from[5], with permission.
(a) If the first division is symmetrical (6→ 5/5), the tissue remains topologically flat (it has a smooth fold, a ridge (�-shaped) or a groove (V-shaped) between
the two 7-sided cells). (b) If the first division is asymmetric (6→ 4/6), a bump or a dip is produced. (There are no 3-sided cells in mammalian epidermis or in
the crab’s cuticle.)

by a singularity in the mapping. In a two-dimensional foam,
the reference state is a honeycomb. Ann �= 6-sided cell is a
plastic deformation from the 6-sided, reference cell. It car-
ries a topological chargeq= 6−n. The coordinatez of the
reference state is non-holonomic1 in general: it only counts
thenumberof steps along a path. We will see (Section4) that
the mapping is from a single-valued, meromorphic function2

of a continuous variablew, into a multivalued, geometrical,
equilateral triangulation.

In classical electromagnetism, a charge is identified by the
integral (Gauss) of the electric field over any contour (a sur-
face) enclosing it; a current, by the integral (Ampère) of the
magnetic field over any line contour enclosing it. Similarly,
a topological defect in elasticity is measured by the integral
of the deformation field over a closed contour surrounding
it. The closed contour in the actual state is mapped, in the
reference state, into a path that is generally no longer closed.
The mismatch between end points in the reference state also
measures the topological defect. If it is a missing number
of steps, the distance between end points is called Burgers
vector; it identifies a dislocation. If the mismatch involves a
rotation, the defect is a disclination.

In continuous materials, there are three types of topolog-
ical defects, disclination (source of curvature—the Riemann
tensorR), dislocation (source of torsion—the torsion tensor
T), and extra matter[3] (source of non-metricityQ, defined
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tion (with smallest Burgers vector) is a dipole 5/7.3 Extra
matter consists of additional cell(s), for example through
cell division(s). The first division creates a pair of op-
posite dislocations. Then, one of the dislocations climbs
away from the other through successive divisions (Fig. 1).
Thus, in a cellular material like a biological tissue,growth,
the intrinsic production of extra matter by cellular divi-
sion, is plasticity, the motion (climb) of dislocations, in-
duced by very specific stresses (mitotic pressure and me-
chanical stress caused by overcrowding and rigid boundary
conditions).4 We consider crab moulting as an illustration
[5,6].

Plasticity is a global property of the foam as a cellular
network. Cells are simply the seat of elementary topological
transformations of specific types (T1, T2 in soap froths, cell
division as symmetrical as possible in the crab’s cuticle). At
this level, we take for granted the existence of stable inter-
faces between geometrical cells through interfacial tension
(surfactant in soap froths, magnetic interactions in ferrofluid
foams[7], belt desmosomes for the crab[8]).

2. Cell division, extra matter, and crab moulting

It is well-known that the basal layer of the epidermis (of
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ticity:
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y Dkgij =Qkij �=0, whereD is the covariant derivative, an
is the metric tensor, related in elasticity theory to the s

ensore= (1−g)/2 [4]. All these tensors can be expresse
erm of the mappingz(w).

In two-dimensional foams, discrete, random cellular
erials, a disclination is a non-hexagonal cell: ann-sided cel
as topological chargeqn= 6−n. The elementary disloc

1 Not integrable: it depends on the path from an origin.
2 “A function is said to bemeromorphicin a region if it is analytic in th

egion except at a finite number of poles. The expression is used in co
o holomorphic, which is sometimes used instead of analytic”[18], p. 110.
ammals), and epithelia (of plants), are two-dimensi
oams, random cellular materials subject to local topolog
ransformations[9–11]. The renewal of the epidermis
ammals is a problem of establishing steady state

nvariant population distribution ofn-sided cells,pn, with a
umber of cellsN fluctuating but bounded above and belo
nder the local topological transformations of cell divis

3 M.F. Ashby [19] was the first to study the elasticity and plasticity
rderedcellular solids, notably in terms of topological dislocations.
4 A foam under shear undergoes a more conventional kind of plas
he shear stress creates first, through a T1 transformation, a pair of
ations. Then, one of the dislocationsglidesaway from the other throug
uccessive T1[2,9].
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Fig. 2. The crab’s new cuticle shortly after the molt resembles a 2D foam. (a) The new cuticle, observed here in polarizing microscopy between parallel
polarizers. The “Maltese crosses” correspond to the radial development of calcite, in the first stages of mineralization. The boundaries of epidermal cells remain
visible as traces on the cuticle. (b) This mosaic is well resolved in the cuticle, through detection of carbonic anhydrase. Micrographs due to Y. Bouligand (a)
and M.-M. Giraud-Guille (b).

(mitosis) and cell detachment from the basal membrane[10],
that are combinations of the elementary T1 and T2 in soap
froths. The physical constraints are moderate: slight, steady
mitotic pressure, for a structure that remains statistically
invariant over eighty years (for humans) whereas a basal cell
divides or detaches every week.

The renewal through moulting of the crab’s carapace (“cu-
ticle”) operates, by contrast, under extreme physical con-
straints, even though its structure is, at first sight, no different
from that of a two-dimensional soap froth or of an epithelium
(Fig. 2).

The crab’s carapace (old cuticle) is a protective shell, that
is fairly hard and cannot grow. It must be shed (moulting) at
intervals. The replacement cuticle is prepared under the old
one on the epidermis, a single layer of cells reponsible for its
architecture, notably for its curvature through disclinations.
Upon moulting, the new cuticle is exposed, a folded, larger
and conformal copy of the old cuticle. The crab then absorbs
a considerable amount of water to unfold its cuticle. It has
thus prepared, without cutting or sewing, a much larger new
cloth under the old one that has become too small, a remark-
able achievement of mechanical engineering[5]. The crab
produces the new cuticle in a short burst of mitotic activ-
ity, squeezed between the old cuticle and the epidermis, un-
der considerable mechanical constraints. Here, the number of
cellsN is not constant, so that mitosis is the main topological
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its wake, and changing the hexagon astern into an heptagon,
etc. One dislocation climbs away from the other: 7/5\5/7 →
7/5\6/6\5/7 →→ 7/5\6/6 . . . \6/6\5/7, leaving behind
an extra layer of cells, extra matter indeed (Fig. 1). This
mechanism for tissue growth by successive mitoses (dislo-
cation climb) has been suggested originally by Lewis[12]
and discussed by Pyshnov[9,13]. It does not require any cut-
ting and regluing, unlike the formal Volterra process (Fig. 3:
a→ b). But it always involves pairs of opposite disloca-
tions which may be far apart, and the total Burgers vec-
tor is zero.Fig. 1 shows also that extra-matter is a podium
in the stratification of Oguey et al.[14] (a), or even a full
shell (b).

3. Plasticity in cellular networks

The actual state is a two-dimensional foam, a random,
space-filling cellular network, a regular graph with vertex
degree (coordination) 3. The natural, reference state is a per-
fect hexagonal tiling, but on a Riemann surface with branch
points (Fig. 3c, e, g and i). Alternatively, one can use the dual
representation, a triangulation, with vertices of random de-
gree at the centre of the cells of the foam. In the reference
state, the triangles are all equilateral and of the same size.
The image of a closed contour in the actual state is, in the ref-
e s and
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ransformation. The relevant topological defects are di
ations (to reproduce the local curvature) and extra-m

4].
The main mechanism for growth is cell division or mito

ne division on a hexagonal foam produces two disloca
ead-on 7/5\5/7. Since cells withn> 6 are more likely to di
ide, as evenly as possible[10], and the dividing interfac
dds a side to the two neighbour cells involved, the 7 wil
ide next into 6\5, restoring into an hexagon the pentago
rence state, a band of edge-sharing equilateral triangle
he mismatch between end points is an integer in transl
nd in rotation by 2π/6. The reference state is a triangular

ice on a Riemann surface with branch points at its ver
ith q �= 0.
The foam, a discrete cellular material with cells of v

us sizes, has a topological and combinatorial represen
n the reference state, which is a tiling of identical, equ
ral triangles, glued edge-on-edge. The mappingz(w) maps
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Fig. 3. Topological defects and Burgers contour (thick line) in a cellular network; from[5]. Mapping real state (b, d, f and h)→ reference state (a, c, e, g and
i), in the foam representation: b→ c: disclination (5); d→ e: disclination (7); f→ g: dislocation (5/7); h→ i: extra matter, through successive cell divisions
(mitotic axis shown by the double arrow), i.e. through dislocation climb (Lewis’ process). The Burgers vector (single arrow) is perpendicular to themoment of
the dislocation(s) (strictly, the moment of the dipole of the topological charges +1/−1 constituting the dislocation 5/7) enclosed. (a→ b is the formal Volterra
process).

a single-valued meromorphic function into a multi-valued,
geometrical tiling of equilateral triangles.

4. Burgers theorem in two-dimensional foams

A 2D foam is a discrete, random cellular structure, with
minimal incidence (three edges and cells incident on each
vertex, two cells on each edge). In the actual state, the struc-
ture is a tessellation: It is space-filling and single-valued, but
the elements, the cells, have various sizes and shapes. In the
reference state, the structure is still a foam, but it is metrically
regular, and multi-valued.

We set the foam (actual state) on a torus (periodic bound-
ary conditions). The structure of the foam is described by
an elliptic function, a doubly periodic, single-valued mero-
morphic functionΦ(w). The singularities are disclinations
located at the centre of non-hexagonal cells. They are ze-
roes or poles of orderqn= 6−n, atw = wI , the coordinate
of the centre of then-sided cell, or of the vertex in the dual
triangulation.5 The elliptic function has a Laurent expansion
aroundwI :

Φ(w) = cq(w − wI )q + cq+1(w − wI )q+1 + · · · (1)

5 Cells are labelled by capital latin letters (I, J, . . .), edges by greek letters
( ur
O e
c

and its logarithmic derivative has a simple pole of residueq
atwI ([15], p. 684–687):

(ln Φ)′=
[

q

(w − wI )

] [
1+

(
cq+1

qcq

)
(w − wI ) + · · ·

]
. (2)

It is more convenient to work in the dual representation of
the foam, atriangulation, with vertices atwI . For the foam
as a material, the triangles are the finite elements. The elliptic
functionΦ(w), analytic in one of the triangles, can be analyt-
ically continued across the edges of the triangle by Schwarz’s
reflection principle ([16], pp. 354–359), and defined thus on
the entire torus. The reference state is a Riemann surface with
branch points (at disclinations), made of equilateral triangles,
or, in the foam representation, of perfect hexagons. The map-
ping of elasticity theory is realised simply by stacking equi-
lateral triangles and following the analytic continuation in the
actual state.

Consider a closed contourO in the actual (deformed) state,
made ofeedgesα∂, v+ vertices (i∂+) with the third incident
edge coming from outside andv− vertices (i∂−) with the
third incident edge from insideO. We will recover the old
[17] result that the total topological chargeQO enclosed inO
is the integral overO (the flux of edges acrossO [17]):

Q

( ) ∫

α, β, . . .) and vertices by l.c. latin letters (i, j, . . .). Edges on the conto

have index�∂; vertices are labelledi∂+ (i∂−) if the third incident edg
omes from outside (resp. inside)O.
O=
∑

qI= 1

2iπ O

[ln Φ(w)]′ dw = 6 − (v+ − v−),

(3)
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and show that the total first moment of the topological charge
is a contour integral

∑
qIwI =

(
1

2iπ

) ∫
O

w[ln Φ(w)]′ dw =
∑

C
z∗ = −b∗.

(4)

(If a single dislocation (5/7) is enclosed inO,
∑

qIwI =
w5 − w7.) Here,C is the (open) image in the reference state
of the closed contourO (it is a continuous path of edges in a
hexagonal lattice, seeFig. 3). z* is a vector attached to each
vertex onC, of constant length and directed along the third
incident edge, i.e. positive if the vertex isi∂+, and negative
if it is i∂−. b∗

i = εijb
j is the dual vector to the Burgers vector

b, defined as the non-closure of the contourC in the reference
state.6

In the foam representation,C is a path of edges of a per-
fect honeycomb lattice (Fig. 3). In the triangulation, it is a
band of equilateral triangles attached edge-on-edge. If the
closed contour O encloses no net disclination, i.e ifQO= 0,
one has “distant parallelism”;b* and the Burgers vector are
then topological invariants, independent of the starting point
onO. We have chosen the two contours ofFig. 4accordingly.

The expressions on the left of Eqs.(3) and(4) are homo-
geneous polynomials, of degree 0 and 1, respectively, in the
coordinates of the singularities ofΦ(w), that is of the centres
o or of
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class on the contourO, we have the incidence/boundary, and
Euler relations:

2e = 3v − v+
∂ ;

∑
n
nfn = 2e − e∂;

e∂ = v+
∂ + v−

∂ ; 6[f − e + v] = 6 (7)

since an edge is bounded by two vertices, and three edges are
incident on a vertex (two if it is a∂+ vertex on the contourO);
ann-sided face is bounded bynedges, and an edge separates
two faces (only one if the edge is onO).

One evaluates the sum over the edges and vertices coor-
dinates,

2
∑

wα =
∑

n
n
∑

I(n)
wI(n) +

∑
i∂

(w+
i∂ + w−

i∂) (8)

and

3
∑

wi=
∑

n
n
∑

I(n)
wI(n)+

∑
i∂

(w+
i∂+w−

i∂) +
∑

i∂
w+

i∂.

(9)

in terms of the independent variableswI andwi∂, by using
relations(5) and(6). HereI(n) labels then-sided cells. The
sums

∑
on the left-hand side involve all edges or vertices,

inside and on the contourO. The Eulerian combination of(8)
and(9) with

∑
wI yields,

6
[∑

wI −
∑

wα +
∑

wi

]
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(
(
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6
t∑
f the non-hexagonal cells in the foam representation,
he non-6-valent vertices of the dual triangulation. Inside
losed contourO, the independent variables are the coo
ateswI , the vertices in the triangulation (faces of the foa
he coordinates of the other elements of the triangulatio
efined by incidence relations (non-oriented):

ertices :wi =
(

1

3

)
(wI + wJ + wK),

dges :wα =
(

1

2

)
(wI + wJ ), (5)

.e. the centre of mass of the incident elements.
On the closed contourO, the coordinates are the v

iceswi∂, which split in two classesi∂+ and i∂−, depend
ng on the direction of the third incident edge (not on
ontour). The edges on the contour have coordinateswα∂ =
w

+/−
i∂ + w

+/−
j∂ )/2, when the verticesi∂ and j∂ are neigh

ours bounding edgeα∂. Thus,

α∂
wα∂ =

∑
i∂

(w+
i∂ + w−

i∂). (6)

here aref + v+ + v− independent variables,wI andwi∂.
ll the incidence relations remain valid in the reference s
nd if the foam is translated by an arbitrary constant.

Denoting byfn, e, v the total numbers ofn-sided faces
dges and vertices withinO (including those on the contou
nd bye∂, v

+
∂ , v−

∂ , the numbers of edges and vertices of e

6 The Burgers vectorb is a lattice vector of the hexagonal lattice, wh
s the reference state of a two-dimensional foam, by definition.
=
∑

qIwI +
∑

i∂
(w+

i∂ − w−
i∂), (10)

ith
∑

qIwI = ∑
n(6 − n)

∑
I(n)wI(n). The bracket on th

eft depends only on the bulk variables, since the boun
ontribution−∑

α∂wα∂ + ∑
i∂wi∂ vanishes through(6). On

he boundary, there are normal, oriented edges, linking v
i − 1)∂− to vertexi∂+, separated by isolated vertices,j∂++
if j andj− 1 are both outwards∂+) andj∂−− (if j andj + 1 are
oth inwards∂−). Accordingly,

∑
i∂(w+

i∂ − w−
i∂) = ∑

(w+
i∂ −

−
i−1∂) + ∑

w++
j∂ − ∑

w−−
j∂ .

Let us translate the foam. All the coordinates in(10) are
eplaced byw + a, wherea is the position of an arbitrar
rigin. Thus,

6
[∑

wI −
∑

wα +
∑

wi

]
+ 6a

=
∑

qIwI + QOa +
∑

(w+
i∂ − w−

i−1∂)

+
∑

w++
j∂ −

∑
w−−

j∂ + (v+
∂ − v−

∂ )a. (11)

rbitrariness ofa yields the Gauss integral for foams(3):
O = ∑

qI = 6 − (v+
∂ − v−

∂ ), relating the total topolog
al charge enclosed by the contour to the flux of the e
hrough the contour[17]. Moreover, if the contour enclos
o net disclination,QO = 0 (distant parallelism[3,4]), one
an choose as the origina the “centre of mass” defined b[∑

wI − ∑
wα + ∑

wi

] − (∑
w++

i∂ − ∑
w−−

i∂

) = 0, so
hat,

qIwI = −
∑

(w+
i∂ − w−

i−1∂). (12)
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Fig. 4. Burgers contour and mapping from the real to the reference state on the crab’s cuticule. (a) A fragment of the new cuticule, shortly after moulting. (b)
The corresponding cellular graph, real state of the toopological foam. The non-hexagonal cells are labelled. The alignments of recent interfaces are marked;
they could correspond to folds (seeFigs. 2a and 3h). Two contours (thick line) enclose one or two folds; the black dots mark the limits of the common segment.
The arbitrary start and finish points of the two contours are indicated by a square and a circle. (c) The images of the two contours in the reference state,with the
same reference points. The contours are no longer closed. For each contour, the Burgers vector joins the image of the start and finish points. It is independent
of the choice of the starting point. Picture by M.-M. Giraud-Guille, from[5], with permission.

This is the contour integral(4). In the reference state, the
right-hand side is perpendicular to the Burgers vectorb, the
missing segment between end points in the band of equilateral
triangles. The results(3) and(4) are geometrically evident in
Fig. 3, through the principle of superposition (linearity of Eqs.
(3) and(4)). Incidentally, additivity of two contours follows
from the fact that an oriented edge (w+

i∂ − w−
(i−1)∂) of the

common segment has the opposite sign in each contour.
In this paper, we have discussed the importance of topo-

logical defects in two-dimensional foams and shown how to
calculate them by contour integration. Topological defects are
associated with non-hexagonal cells, carrying a topological
chargeq= 6−n. Disclinations (cells withq �= 0) and dislo-
cations (dipoles 5/7) are well-known[9]. On the other hand,
extra-matter is a new concept in cellular networks. Its source
is cell division (the generalized elementary topological trans-
formation (T2)−1). Repeated divisions make a dislocation
climb, leaving behind an additional layer of cells. This plastic
deformation is essential in the renewal of biological tissues.
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